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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification https://www.
ocr.org.uk/Images/168995-specification-accredited-
gcse-english-literature-j352.pdf for full details of the 
assessment for this qualification. These exemplar answers 
should also be read in conjunction with the sample 
assessment materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report 
or Report to Centres available from Interchange https://
interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

Would you prefer a  
Word version?
Did you know that you can save this pdf 
as a Word file using Acrobat Professional? 
Simply click on File > Save As Other . . .  
and select Microsoft Word

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need 
to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on the page and 
select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in 
Acrobat Professional.)

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there 
are a number of free applications available that will also 
convert PDF to Word (search for pdf to word converter).

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/168995-specification-accredited-gcse-english-literature-j352.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/168995-specification-accredited-gcse-english-literature-j352.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/168995-specification-accredited-gcse-english-literature-j352.pdf
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/ZL5Z53B
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Question 1a and 1b

Exemplar 1
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Examiner commentary
Question 1a 12 marks (Level 4)
This response shows clear understanding of both extracts. The candidate draws key points of comparison between the texts and 
offers relevant textual references to support the points made. The response offers some analysis of language, but the explanations 
are not always precise, for example, ‘the word “conducted” highlights to the readers that the women are taking charge in the job 
because a conductor has a lot of responsibility and ‘the word “fear” comes with respect because if you are afraid you will respect 
them.’

There are attempts to offer relevant contextual knowledge with understanding shown that ‘in the 1960s many women believed that 
if they wanted to work, they had nowhere to go…’. This is then compared to the unseen extract where the candidate states that ‘the 
whole team is filled with women’ and ‘a conductor has a lot of responsibilities’. There is also awareness that the ‘women taking charge 
in Anita and Me’ has an impact on the marriages: ‘they are now able to do anything but can’t show any affection to their husbands…
the readers are shown that they have to take charge of their relationship’.

The response shows mostly clear understanding with relevant references to support. Key comparison are offered.  At times AO2 
analysis needs more precision, and AO3 needs more integration. This places the response in Level 4.

Question 1b 13 marks (Level 4)
The candidate explores the moment that Meena confronts Sam about his racist remarks at the fete, a very popular choice: it is a 
reasonably developed personal response to both text and task.

The answer shows clear understanding of Meena’s feelings and motives in the moment chosen: ‘Meena is brave enough to say 
to the violent and racist Sam her feelings about what he has done, making him feel powerless and taking the control and feeling 
powerful’. 

 There is some reasonable explanation of both language and structure: ‘This scene is also at the end of the bildungsroman and 
Meena’s journey which suggests to the readers that Meena is now standing up for what she believes in by taking control.’  The 
language is also related to the novel’s wider themes: ‘ The word “others” suggests that Sam doesn’t see Meena for who she is, which 
links into the themes of culture and identity.’

The response shows clear understanding of the chosen moment with relevant references to support. There is some analysis of 
language and structure. This places the response in Level 4.
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Question 2a and 2b

Exemplar 1 
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Examiner commentary
Question 2a 20 marks (Level 6)
This is an informed personal response to both text and task written in a sustained critical style. The candidate demonstrates a 
perceptive understanding of both extracts and achieves sustained and interwoven comparison throughout the response. 

In terms of contextual understanding, there is sensitive understanding of the situations faced by the characters in both extracts: ‘the 
students take great delight in provoking and observing Tommy, finding his discomfort very entertaining. However, in extract 2 the 
characters do not laugh at Rova, but instead are angry with him and intimidate him by putting him under pressure’. 

The analysis of language and structure is detailed and perceptive: ‘The use of the triple exclamation mark here presents the cruelty 
of these young boys as they drill those insults into his head…the colloquial language with ‘mumsie’s boy’ further shows how Rova 
is a victim of passive aggression’. Also, there is ‘an impression of a never-ending list to present Tommy’s turbulent emotions. For 
example, “Tommy’s face: the bright and eager one at the start; the puzzled concern; the hurt and panic” further shows how the other 
characters delight at watching Tommy retaliate. The candidate shows perceptive understanding of the different types of cruelty 
being presented, particularly the way that ‘Laura mimics Tommy exploiting his hurt and anger for her own pleasure…through a 
“performance” and the “enormous delight” of other characters’.

The response is sustained, knowledgeable and perceptive. The interwoven comparisons, sensitive understanding of situations, 
effective use of subject terminology, and precise use of quotation are strengths. Language and structure analysis is developed. This 
places the response at the top of Level 6.

Question 1b  16 marks (Level 5)

The candidate chooses to discuss two moments in the wider text: Ruth’s attempts to keep Tommy and Kathy apart, and the moment 
where the other students convince Tommy that his elbow could become unzipped. This is a credible approach to part b) of this 
question. 

The candidate shows insightful understanding of Ruth’s unkindness and her display of regret for her actions through encouraging 
Kathy and Tommy to ask for a deferral, however, a rather general overview is offered rather than close analysis of the text. Tommy’s 
vulnerability is explored more successfully and there are some insightful points about ‘the effect of the other students’ cruelty on 
Tommy’ as ‘very damaging’ as ‘he continues to be isolated and not cared for apart from Kathy’. The overview offered shows intelligent 
understanding, but at times there needs to be sharper focus on analysis of the language to address AO2. 

The strengths of this response are its insightful overview and sharp focus on the task, as well as some precise use of quotations. This 
places the response securely in Level 5 as best fit.

Exemplar 2
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Examiner commentary
Question 2a 14 marks (Level 4)
This is a detailed personal response written in a credible critical style.

It shows a good deal of clear understanding, for example, the idea that Tommy 'deserves' not to be picked and upset as a result, 
which therefore justifies their spiteful behaviour. On Text 2 there is similar careful consideration of the effects of the word 'flying' in 
terms of the effects of the gross difference in physical size between Rova and his opposition. 

The response is supported by relevant references from both texts. For example, the opening is clear and with carefully embedded 
quotations: 'convinced he’s going to be first pick' and 'deserves what's coming'. 
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There is some clear understanding of the context of each passage: both are set in schools and both see the ways in which student 
rivalry can lead to unhappy and embarrassing outcomes.

The response works hard at an analysis of language and structure, seeing the ways in which effects follow causes: in the taught text 
the girls' anticipation of their enjoyment at Tommy's humiliation is fulfilled and in the unseen text the shaming results of 'flying over 
the touchline' to the 'jeering Menmore boys' who 'knew the truth'. The use of subject terminology is competent: the choices of 
'presents'; 'exaggerates' and 'dramatic', for example. 

Some key points of comparison are developed. The response sees that both the team selection processes are inappropriate and 
lead to devastating consequences for Tommy and Rova. Whereas as Tommy becomes more and more irrational in his 'thunderous 
bellowing', Rova feels he 'would be shamed forever': a personal and moral calamity.

The response shows clear understanding with relevant references to support. Key comparison are offered. There is some AO2 
analysis and consideration of AO3. This places the response in Level 4.

Question 2b  10 marks (Level 3)

The candidate selects the trip to Norfolk as the basis of the answer, a relevant and appropriate choice. It is a reasonably developed 
personal response to both text and task.

The answer shows some understanding of the reasons for Ruth's outburst and the way in which Kathy deals with it in her response. 
As Ruth realises the woman is not her 'possible' her outburst shows her inner unhappiness: ‘she is suggesting that the donors can’t 
come from nice people’. The response goes on to examine Kathy's response with the interesting point that Kathy's choice of the 
word ‘rubbish’ may suggest that she knows Ruth is right.

Some relevant quotations are used to support the points made, for example, repeated references to Ruth's 'trash' and Kathy's 
'rubbish'. 

There is some explanation of both language and structure: the contrast of 'trash' and 'rubbish' and the repetition of these and 
'junkies' emphasise the degree of hurt Ruth is unleashing. 

The response chooses an appropriate moment and offers some relevant points supported by textual references. However, it is not 
very developed. It is high Level 3.
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Question 3a and 3b

Exemplar 1 
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Examiner commentary
Question 3a 19 marks (Level 6)
This is an informed response to both text and task written in a sustained critical style. The candidate demonstrates perceptive 
understanding of both extracts and achieves interwoven comparison throughout the response. 

In terms of contextual understanding (AO3), there is sensitive understanding of the situations in both extracts, with careful 
consideration of the similarities and differences in the nature of the challenges to authority in the extracts. The candidate shows 
sensitive understanding of the different strategies employed to deal with challenges, commenting that both Napoleon and Jack use 
‘a similar strategy of employing a group of people under his command to eradicate opposition’ but also comparing the contrasting 
successes of the strategy: ‘in Animal Farm the dogs follow Napoleon’s orders immediately. This contrasts to Lord of the Flies in which 
Jack has to repeat his orders’.  This point is well developed through a comparison of the boys who ‘when they do follow him, they 
do so “nervously”. This suggests that they are not as complicit and blindly obedient as the dogs in Animal farm’. The response also 
explores the nature of the different types of power explored in the extracts: ‘Napoleon is using his power to eradicate opposition…
in Lord of the Flies Jack appears to be exercising his authority only to prove that he can do so’. There is sensitive understanding of 
the context in each extract: ‘Napoleon seems distanced from the other animals, much like the dictator he represents’ and ‘Jack’s 
repetition of orders…suggests a sadistic enjoyment in giving the orders and watching them be carried out’. 

Use of textual references is precise and pertinent throughout the response and there is some well-developed analysis of the 
language and structure of both extracts (AO2), for example, ‘the group is said to have “felt the otherness of Samneric”. This suggests 
that the twins are separate to the group, a different entity almost’. There is also effective exploration of the pause as “Napoleon stood, 
surveying his audience”… creating a theatrical feel to the event and suggesting that Napoleon is enjoying it’.  

The interwoven comparison, the sensitive understanding of context underpinning the response, and the use of precise quotations 
are all strengths of this response. This places it securely in Level 6.

Question 3b 19 marks (Level 6)
The candidate chooses to explore Snowball’s expulsion from Animal Farm and Squealer’s subsequent manipulation of the animals’ 
fear of Jones. This allows excellent focus on the task and offers many opportunities to refer closely to the text. Despite being a 
closed-book response, the candidate demonstrates wide knowledge of this moment in the text and supports the points made with 
precise and apt quotations. The candidate puts the moment in context at the beginning of the response showing very detailed 
understanding of the text. There is also perceptive understanding that this is ‘a turning point in the novella’ after which ‘Napoleon 
takes full power and control’. There is some insightful analysis of language. 

The strengths of this response are its sharp focus on the task, perceptive and detailed understanding of a specific moment in the 
text, and precise use of quotations. The analysis of AO2 is less detailed but the precision of the textual references compensates. This 
places the response securely in Level 6.
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Exemplar 2 
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Examiner commentary
Question 3a 11 marks (Level 4)
This response shows clear understanding of both extracts. The candidate draws key points of comparison between the texts and 
offers relevant textual references to support the points made. 

The response offers some analysis of language, but the explanations are not always precise, for example, ‘The sibilance of “stood 
sternly surveying” gives the effect that Napoleon is a sly, sinister character who has no good intentions.’ 

There are attempts to offer relevant contextual knowledge, but at times the information lacks full integration with the analysis of the 
extract: ‘This event in the novel mirrors the show trials that Stalin held during his regieme (sic). Stalin’s increased paranoia led him to 
feel threatened by several people causing him to force confessions out of them and then executing them.’ 

There is some good understanding of the unseen extract, and the response offers some effective direct comparisons: ’Despite Jack’s 
authoritative tone, the boys are hesitant to follow his orders dogmatically. This opposes the situation in Animal Farm where as soon 
as Napoleon “uttered a high-pitched whimper” the dogs acted immediately.’ There is also some comparison of the boys in Lord of the 
Flies who ‘may not possess any true strength…opposes to the strength in which Boxer has…’. There is also clear understanding of 
Boxer’s reluctance to use his great strength ‘as his mentality is to conform to authority’.

The response shows clear understanding with relevant references to support. Key comparisons are offered. At times AO2 analysis 
needs more precision, and AO3 needs more integration. This places the response in Level 4.

Question 3b 10 marks (Level 3)
The candidate chooses to explore Napoleon’s removal of Snowball following their disagreement over the plans for the windmill. This 
is an appropriate choice of moment and offers opportunities to focus on the question and analyse the text closely.  

The candidate begins by considering the relationship between Napoleon and Snowball but adopts a slightly descriptive approach. 
There is understanding of Snowball’s ‘eloquence’ and how Napoleon uses the trained dogs as ‘weapons’ to remove any threats 
against his authority. The candidate utilises their knowledge of the text throughout the response but tends to offer a rather general 
response which needs more depth and development. 

The response shows general understanding with some textual support. It is reasonably developed. This places the response at the 
top end of Level 3. 
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Question 4a and 4b

Exemplar 1  
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Examiner commentary
Question 4a 20 marks (Level 6)
This is an informed response to both text and task written in a sustained critical style. The candidate demonstrates perceptive 
understanding of both extracts and sustains interwoven comparison throughout the response. 

In terms of contextual understanding (AO3), there is sensitive understanding of the situations faced by the characters in both 
extracts, with careful consideration of how they respond to the revelation of a horrible death, as well as how the revelation is 
presented. The candidate shows sensitive understanding of the different settings and situations in An Inspector Calls and Playing 
Sandwiches where ‘the Inspector tries to evoke sympathy whereas Hargreaves is more numbed and world-wearied’ citing that both 
revelations are made ‘by a blunt narrator who appears unmoved to the death’. 

The response also offers developed analysis of language in the extracts, for example on An Inspector Calls, ‘His language is cruel and 
unapologetic, avoiding social norms to euphemise or soften the blow…’ and this is neatly linked to the context as ‘a direct appeal 
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to a post-war audience who would have a sharp and poignant understanding of the value of life’. Parallels are then drawn to the 
presentation of Hargreaves in the unseen extract as ‘a blunt and callous narrator…unempathetic and cold.’ 

The use of precise and pertinent textual references is a hallmark of this response: ‘To Hargreaves this “old man”, this “wino” is not a 
person but a “body”, he dehumanises him and his language isn’t designed to provoke sympathy, but rather describe a moment of 
colour in a grey and monotonous existence…’. 

The fluent and precise use of subject terminology, the interwoven comparison, the sensitive understanding of context underpinning 
the response, and the use of precise quotations are all strengths of this response. This places the response at the top of Level 6.

Question 4b 16 marks (Level 5)
The candidate chooses to explore two shocking moments in the wider text: Mrs Birling’s refusal to accept responsibility and the 
revelation of Gerald’s affair. Both are appropriate moments and offer scope for close analysis of the text. 

The section on Mrs Birling shows insightful understanding of the character using some neat textual references to support the points 
made. There are also insightful links drawn between different parts of the text, for example, ‘She believes that her actions were 
“justified” and remains cold, later gloating that she “was the only one who didn’t give in.” ’ There is also some developed analysis of 
language: ‘The use of the destructive verb ‘break’ juxtaposes Mrs Birling’s constructive “build”, this antithesis mirroring the overall 
message of the play.’ When discussing Gerald’s guilt, there is less textual support though the assertions made are insightful. For 
example, ‘Birling is set up to be hated and thus wherever guilt is revealed, his refusal to acknowledge responsibility is derided, the 
more he is forced to stand firm…’ and ‘Gerald at least accepts the responsibility of using Eva and shows some degree of remorse, 
despite the fact that he will revert back to a more unempathetic world view by the end of the play.’. 

There is also some unnecessary contextual information in the response (AO3 is not assessed in this part of the question) at the 
expense of more developed language analysis. 

The strengths of this response are its focus on the task, insightful understanding of specific moments in the text, some use of well-
chosen use of quotations, and well-developed analysis of language and dramatic techniques. This places the response securely in 
Level 5.

Exemplar 2 
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Examiner commentary
Question 4a 12 marks (Level 4)
This response shows clear understanding of both extracts. The candidate draws key points of comparison between the texts and 
offers relevant textual references to support the points made. 

The response offers immediate comparison, pointing out that ‘both Priestly and Bennett present the revealing of horrible deaths as 
unexpected and blunt’.

The response offers some good analysis of language: ‘Stevenson’s use of the imperative verb “run” connotes that he is treating her as 
a child…This use of infantalising implies that Birling is afraid of what may come out of the Inspector’s arrival’. There is also a useful 
comment on the word ‘dragged’ and it is neatly linked to the moment foreshadowing later events for the Birling family. Likewise, 
there is some analysis offered of the language in the unseen extract although some lack of precision in explaining the use of the 
term ‘hysterical: ‘the adjective “hysterical” suggests that the child’s parent is also very over-protective and furious that her child has so 
casually witnessed a dead body…’

There are attempts to offer relevant contextual knowledge, which is stronger on the taught text. Here, there is good general 
understanding that Birling ‘is very patriarchal and the head of his household’ and his attempts to get rid of Sheila are recognised. 

The response shows clear understanding with relevant references to support. Key comparisons are offered. At times AO2 analysis 
needs more precision, and AO3 needs more integration. This places the response in Level 4.
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Question 4b 13 marks (Level 4)
The candidate chooses to explore the moment where Mrs Birling discusses what should happen to the father of Eva Smith’s 
baby. The candidate utilises their knowledge of the text throughout the response and uses relevant quotations to support their 
understanding of the shocking aspects of Mrs Birling’s character: ‘she believes that she shouldn’t need to help this “poor” girl who 
was “claiming fine feelings and elaborate scruples” as she was a lower class worker’. 

There are also some useful attempts to analyse language and structure: ‘Priestly’s use of the caesura and imperative sentence: 
“Mother – please, stop!” implies that Sheila knows something that neither of her parents realise’. The candidate also cites that this 
moment ‘foreshadows the later shocking news revealed by Eric that he is the father of Eva Smith’s baby’.

The response shows clear understanding of an appropriate moment in the text using relevant textual support. It is reasonably 
detailed and offers some analysis of language and structure. This places the response in Level 4. 
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Question 6a and 6b

Exemplar 1
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Examiner commentary
Question 6a 14 marks (Level 4)
This detailed personal response is written in credible critical style and shows clear understanding of text and task. It sustains some 
key points of comparison. Unfortunately, it confuses John Tate with Phil in places. It’s quite clear, however, that the candidate means 
John Tate throughout. 

Both passages are discussed throughout, and two big ideas are explored. Firstly, the idea of the imposer justifying their actions by 
claiming that they are for the victim's good and for the good of the group as a whole. As the candidate says, this is what underpins 
the much greater degree of conviction there is in the unseen extract. Secondly, the concept of the imposer pretending to give the 
victim some kind of choice, as if they have a measure of free will in doing exactly as the victimiser demands. Again, the candidate 
notes the greater tension in Journey’s End. As the candidate says, 'it forces the other character to contemplate what would happen if 
they....'.

Relevant textual support is offered. In DNA we are reminded that John Tate's excuse is that 'I'm trying to help... I'm trying to keep 
things together'. The candidate stresses the even more moralistic self-righteousness of Stanhope when he says, ' 'it's a disgrace.... I'd 
rather spare you the disgrace'. 

The extreme context of each situation is clearly seen: the adolescent gang rivalries of Text 1 and the overwhelming fear of violent 
death in war in Text 2. 

There is some analysis of language and structure: there is a confident grasp of the ways parts of speech can be used to consolidate 
an answer: examples of verb/ adverb/ abstract noun are correctly located and used to good effect. Stanhope's use of a 'euphemism' 
is noted along with the revelation of his darker intentions. Similarly, John Tate's use of 'imperatives' is deployed, again ironically, 
to show up his insecurity and lack of authority and conviction. There is a strong sense throughout of John Tate's ineffectuality 
compared with the very powerful effects Stanhope produces in Hibbert.

The response shows clear understanding with relevant references to support. Key comparisons are offered. There is some AO2 
analysis and understanding of AO3. This places the response in Level 4.

Question 6b 13 marks (Level 4)
The candidate chooses to explore the moment when Phil threatens Brian with 'the grille'. This detailed personal response shows 
some clear understanding of the text. 

It is set in the context of an implied comparison with the presentation of John Tate in the previous extract, showing how genuinely 
scary Phil can be. 'The grille' it is explained, is where it assumed Adam was trapped and killed and Brian is faced with the same 
gruesome fate. The references to Phil's capacity 'only to speak when necessary' linked to his obsession with food, emphasise the 
critical nature of the moment. The response considers the reference to 'rot together' to further threaten Brian and remind him of the 
seriousness of Phil's intentions. This is the 'gruesome imagery' the candidate explores.

The response comments on the effects of the choices of language and structure. The reference to 'short simple sentences' ('take 
Brian to the grille') emphasise the brutal nature of his threat and the analysis of the 'juxtaposition' of 'fear and funny' is developed to 
show the psychopathic nature of Phil. The final paragraph gives a convincing account of the significance of 'Adam' at this point in 
the play. Again, parts of speech are correctly identified and help to draw out the essential fear of this moment.

The response shows clear understanding of an appropriate moment in the text using relevant textual support. It is reasonably 
detailed and offers some analysis of language and structure. This places the response in Level 4. 
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Exemplar 2
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Examiner commentary
Question 6a 10 marks (Level 3)
This is a reasonably developed personal response to the task, which shows some understanding. There is less on AO2 and more 
support is needed in places.

The response supports a straightforward contrast of possible actions by the group and John Tate's threatened response: 'dead'/ 
'bite your head off' with the correct conclusion that he is 'scared and uncertain' There is a further contrast between that and his 
change of tone to something more ingratiating: ' 'he backs down and tries to act innocent'. The candidate sees some of the contrasts 
between this and Stanhope/ Hibbert in 'Journey's End'. It sees something of the drama: 'does Hibbert deserve to be shot?' and offers 
'a good reason' for Stanhope's actions, namely that Hibbert is 'a coward and a liar'.

The response offers some straightforward support from both passages: it lifts the 'we have to trust each other.... keep things 
together' from DNA and the choice Stanhope offers Hibbert: 'I'd have you shot for deserting'. 

There is an attempt at a reasonable deployment of comments on language and structure 'commanding officer', 'deserting', 'coward' 
etc. all make the military context clear. There is less direct use of relevant subject terminology although the candidate does refer to 
'implication', and 'contrast' which are supported and 'short sentences' which aren't. It sees something of the dramatic tension of 
Journey’s End with reference to 'tension' and the 'pulsating atmosphere'.

The strongest section of the response is the conclusion, which makes a convincing comparison between Hibbert and John Tate 
seeing them both as abject cowards despite the different first impressions we might have had of them.

The response shows clear understanding with relevant references to support. Key comparisons are offered. There is some AO2 
analysis and understanding of AO3. This places the response in Level 4.

Question 6b 3 marks (Level 1)
The candidate offers a very brief answer of simple location and description. 

There are a few relevant comments but limited references to the text and very little awareness of context.
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